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On Reading, Learning to Read, and Effective Reading
Instruction: An Overview of What We Know and How We Know It
by the Commission on Reading of the National Council of Teachers of English
There is an ongoing debate about reading. What is it? How is it learned? How is it most effectively taught? The
Commission on Reading of the National Council of Teachers of English has compiled the following overview of what the
profession knows about reading, learning to read, and effective reading instruction and referenced some of the large body
of research that has given rise to this view. It then outlines policies that promote learning to read.

Reading and the Reading Process
Reading is a complex and purposeful sociocultural, cognitive, and linguistic process in which readers simultaneously use
their knowledge of spoken and written language, their knowledge of the topic of the text, and their knowledge of their
culture to construct meaning with text. 1 Each of these types of knowledge impacts the sense that readers construct
through print. Readers easily comprehend text with familiar language but are less successful at comprehending text with
unfamiliar language. 2 Readers easily comprehend text on familiar topics but are less successful at comprehending texts
on unfamiliar topics. 3 At the same time, the interpretations readers construct with texts as well as the types of texts they
read are influenced by their life experiences. 4
The sociocultural, cognitive, and linguistic systems readers use to make sense of print are largely intuitive. For example,
few are aware that they use their life experiences to interpret text, and that as life experiences differ from reader to reader
and from community to community so, too, do interpretations of a given text. Similarly, few are aware that when they are
reading about statistics they understand the phrase all the figures on the right hand side of the table means numerals in
rows and columns, but when they are reading about crafts they understand the same phrase means figurines on a piece of
furniture; 5 nevertheless, they do.
The systems readers use to make sense of print are interrelated and partially redundant. For instance, in the sentence
There are some books on the table, the words some and are and the letter s in books signal that there is more than one
book. This redundancy permits readers to sample print, using only what they need to construct meaning effectively and
efficiently. 6 Readers also use these interrelated systems to make predictions concerning what the print says, to confirm or
disconfirm their predictions, and to connect these meanings to form a coherent understanding of the text.
Readers read for different purposes. Sometimes they read for pleasure. Sometimes they read for information. Their reason
for reading impacts the way they read. They may skim or read carefully depending on why they are reading. Throughout
this process, readers monitor the meaning they are constructing. When the text does not meet their purposes they may
switch to another text. Readers expect what they are reading to make sense. They use a repertoire of strategies, such as
rethinking, re-reading or reading on to clarify ideas, to make sure they understand what they read in order to accomplish
their purposes.
Writers also contribute to how well readers are able to read a text. The writer’s language and knowledge of the topic as
well as skill in using written language influence the reader’s ability to construct meaning. The degree to which readers and
writers share the same understanding of the language and the topic of the text influences how well they communicate with
each other.

Learning to Read
Learning to read is a life-long process. People begin developing knowledge that they will use to read during their earliest
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interactions with families and communities. In their pre-school years, children learn to understand and use spoken
language and learn about their world through meaningful interactions with others.
Children also learn about written language as more experienced readers provide meaningful demonstrations of reading
and writing. 7 Some of the earliest demonstrations they receive include reading environmental print (such as the word stop
on a stop sign), making and using grocery lists, writing and reading notes, and reading and discussing children’s stories
and letters from friends.
Through these demonstrations by others, children learn the pleasures and purposes of print. They also learn to read and
write their names and the names of family members. In addition, they learn vocabulary typical of written language, such as
how different types of texts such as grocery lists, personal letters, and fairy tales are structured. They also learn basic
concepts of print such as the message of print in books continues across pages. The more children interact with spoken
and written language, the better readers they become. 8
As children learn to read continuous text, they use their intuitive knowledge of spoken language and their knowledge of the
topic to figure out print words in text. 9 For example, if a more experienced reader reads Catch me, catch me, if you can. to
young children while pointing to the print, children use their memory of what was read to them to help them to figure out
which words in the sentence represent catch and me.
As children learn to read new text independently they continue using their intuitive knowledge of spoken language, their
growing knowledge of written language, and their knowledge of the topic of the text to construct meaning. Consequently,
beginning readers read words in the context of a story with familiar language on a familiar topic better than they read
words out of context, as in lists or on flash cards. 10 For example, a beginning reader may read horse as house when
encountering it in a list but read it correctly in a story about cowboys. Beginning readers also comprehend stories with
familiar language better than stories with unfamiliar language such as unfamiliar “book” language 11 or contrived language
such as the language in decodable texts. 12
At the same time, as children learn to read more and more words in context, they use their developing knowledge of
patterns of letter-sound correspondences in familiar words to figure out how to pronounce unfamiliar words. 13 For
example, children who have learned to read small and smile and cart and part, can figure out that sm- is pronounced /sm/
and -art is pronounced /art/ and then figure out how to pronounce smart.
The more children read, the better readers they become. 14 Children read more when they have access to engaging, age
appropriate books, magazines, newspapers, computers and other reading materials. They read more on topics that
interest them than on topics that do not interest them.
Reading supports writing development 15 and writing supports reading development. 16 For example, through reading
readers learn the power of a strong introduction and eventually use such knowledge as they write their own pieces.
Conversely, writing develops awareness of the structures of language, the organization of text, and spelling patterns which
in turn contributes to reading proficiency.
Learning to read in one language accelerates learning to read in other languages. 17 When readers learn to read text
written in a language they understand, they transfer an intuitive understanding of what reading is and how to read when
reading in other languages.
Children vary in the experiences they bring to learning to read, including different cultures, background knowledge, oral
and written languages, experiences with print, 18 and access to print. 19 Nevertheless, all readers use their life
experiences, their knowledge of the topic, and their knowledge of oral and written language to make sense of print and all
learners benefit from instruction that helps them make sense of print. 20
Readers continue to grow in their ability to make sense of an increasing variety of texts on an increasing variety of topics
throughout their lives as they learn more spoken and written language, acquire more knowledge on an ever-expanding
variety of topics, and have more and more life experiences.

Effective Reading Instruction
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Effective reading instruction helps learners make sense of written language. 21 It builds on what learners know at any
given time to help them learn more. Effective instruction is grounded in a professional knowledge of how we read and how
we learn to read. It is best provided by knowledgeable, caring teachers who organize instruction to meet the varying needs
of all their students. 22
Teachers provide effective reading instruction when they:
Expect all students to achieve. 23
Know their students as individuals, including their interests, their attitudes about reading, and their school, home,
and community experiences.
Carefully observe each student’s reading in multiple contexts in order to provide appropriate instruction and monitor
progress.
Create a risk-free environment that supports social interaction, open discussion of ideas, and multiple perspectives.
Teach students about reading within the context of authentic reading using texts with authentic language.
Read to students daily using a variety of text types, including various types of fiction and non fiction and
multicultural literature, on a variety of topics to build their students’ familiarity with written language and their
background knowledge on a variety of topics.
Use a variety of instructional groupings, including whole group, small group and individual instruction, to provide
multiple learning experiences. 24
Use multiple instructional methods such as shared reading 25, guided reading, and literature discussion circles, as
appropriate for their students.
Focus on the ideas represented by written language rather than the words on the page. 26
Build background knowledge of topics and language that enables students to understand what they read. 27
Teach before-, during-, and after-reading strategies for constructing meaning of written language, including
demonstrations and think alouds.
Encourage students to use effective reading strategies such as self-monitoring for meaning and self-correcting
when meaning breaks down. 28
Provide specific feedback to students to support their reading development.
Provide opportunities for inquiry and language study, including vocabulary, word and text structures, and spelling
patterns, that emerge from authentic reading experiences. 29
Provide regular opportunities for students to respond to reading through discussion, writing, art, drama, storytelling,
music, and other creative expressions.
Provide daily opportunities for students to read books of their own choice in school. 30
Provide daily opportunities for students to write on topics of their own choice in school. 31
Provide regular opportunities for students to work together to learn through reading and writing.
Build partnerships with families to read and write regularly at home. 32
Provide regular opportunities for students to engage in a variety of authentic literacy experiences in social studies,
science, math, and other curricula areas. 33
Provide regular opportunities for students to reflect on their learning. 34
Provide ongoing support to students who need additional instruction.
Gradually release instructional responsibility to support independent reading. 35
Reflect on their students’ progress and their own teaching practices in order to make changes that meet the needs
of students.

Policies That Promote Learning to Read
Schools, school districts, and governmental and non-governmental agencies promote reading achievement when they:
Respect teachers as professionals, value their knowledge of the students and community they serve, and
encourage them to develop and adjust lessons according to the instructional needs of their students.
Establish and maintain an instructional materials selection policy through which educators with knowledge of the
reading process, how readers learn to read, and effective literacy instruction guide the selection of reading
instructional materials, including trade books and technological resources, for the schools for which they are
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responsible. Those involved in the process should have no commercial interests in the outcome of the process.
Provide learners with a wide variety of engaging, age-appropriate reading materials, free of stereotypes and
compatible with community values, to read for pleasure and information.
Provide learners with a rich curriculum in social studies, science, math, fine arts, and other subject matters so they
can comprehend reading materials on an ever-expanding variety of topics.
Provide learners who have not yet learned to read in any language with beginning reading instruction in a language
in which they are competent.
Provide teachers with a wide variety of reading materials with authentic language, free of stereotypes and
compatible with community values, to use for instruction.
Provide opportunities for teachers, parents, educational leaders, and the public to continue growing in their
understanding of how we read, how we learn to read, and effective reading instruction.
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